Automatik System Check
On-site-inspection of pelletizing equipment by Automatik
experts

Todays omnipresent deadline and cost pressure makes maintaining of a reliable production
essential. Unplanned machine downtime can
be caused by the smallest failures and produce high costs in the end. To prevent those
situations, we offer you the Automatik System
Check.

Your benefits
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¡
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Prevention of unplanned machine downtime
Increase of production reliability
Reduction of maintenance expenses

Automatik System Check
On-site-inspection of pelletizing equipment by Automatik experts

The Automatik System Check includes the inspection of the mechanical and electrical components of your machinery on
site by an experienced service technician.
The inspection follows a logically structured checklist and therefore allows to determine the condition of your machinery
fast and uncomplicated. After the inspection you receive an detailed report describing the condition of your machinery
and with recommendations on probably necessary preventive measures to maintain a high machine availability.

Procedure
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Analysis of the machine condition by an experienced service technician
Detailed assessment of the machinery
Providing a basis for planning of future maintenance measures

Scope of service

Inspection of the mechanical…

¡

Visual inspection of the complete pelletizing system according to
machinespecific checklists

¡

Documentation of the machinery condition in a detailed inspection
report

¡

Recommendations of preventive measures to maintain high system
availability

Advantages

…and electrical…
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Prevention of unplanned production downtime
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¡
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Increase of the overall machinery lifetime by periodical inspections

Planning certainity for future maintenance measures
Securing system availability
Prevention of consequential damages, like image loss or delivery
problems due to machine failure
Reduction of repair and spare part costs
Synergy effects through exchange of experiences between service
technician and machine operator

Should you have any questions, please contact us by phone or email.

Global contacts, see www.maag.com
Contact us at contact@maag.com
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…components of all pelletizer types.

